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Take the lighting part shown for this building



First of all split the building as shown, remove all the clear green round bricks

Start from assembling the end light to the bottom corner
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Then replace the fire by the lighting parts
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Then assemble the second one and third one



Then assemble the forth one
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Now assemble the 1x2 grey lighting plate and the green lighting brick with longer
wire at the bottom  



After install all the green bricks, put the top back to the position

Then assemble the remain 1x2 and round plate as shown
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Take the following lights for this side of the house

Start by splitting the building like this
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Assemble the lighting plates exactly as shown

After that take the fire place at bottom and replace the fire
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Pull the remain lights to upstairs by the gap and beware the wire has to be in between 
the studs

Assemble the 4 pcs of lighting fire in the fireplace first
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Open the brown triangle plate, assemble the brown plate and the fire

After that take the two connected fires to the candles
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The remain single fire will be assembled at the front side

Do the same procedure for the other side
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Replace the blue and purple diamond by the lights

Move the last 2 lights to the middle and stick them as shown
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Before assembling the light, split up this building first

Start by assembling the grey lighting plate which is next to the connector
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Move the remain lights to upstairs by this gap, beware has to be in between studs

Assemble the diamond and the fires to candles
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Take the upstair parts and assemble the tan lighting plate 

Take the lighting clear round plate out and install it on the clear pole
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Restore the top and place the wire in between the studs

Assemble the green lights to the scope
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At last stick the light to the top, this side of building will be done

Finally, connect three connectors to the USB cable to light it up
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